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Abstract. Nowadays in order to perform assembly process planning by using
CAPP (Computer Aided Process Planning), researches to generate the assembly
sequence have come under constant interest by many researchers and they are
devoted to optimize the assembly sequence according to the novel approach
such as Genetic Algorithm and the newly biology inspired principle such as ant
colony optimizing method. In this paper, the developed assembly sequence
generating system analyzes the relationship between assembled parts based on
surface contacting information. Moreover, this system generates the new type
of parts liaison graph for the assembly sequences via analyzed information such
as common area between parts, related ratio and number of the connected parts.
Finally, the optimized assembly sequence is generated logically through the
parts liaison graph.
Keywords: Assembly Sequence, Liaison Graph, Related Ratio, Common Area

1

Introduction

In order to perform rapid process planning, various tools and methodologies are being
used. Especially in order to achieve the automation of machining process planning,
computer aided process planning (CAPP) is used by the information exchange and
integration between design and machining process. And its technological level is in
the maturity stage. Assembly process planning is forming 10%~30% in the whole
manufacturing process and the computer aided technologies (CAx) are supporting to
carry out the best assembly process plan. Nevertheless, the assembly process planning
requires process planar to an enormous effort and time so far. The best assembly
sequence generation for assembly process planning is an essential element because
the assembly sequence concerns the correctness of process planning. Therefore, many
researchers are devoted to optimize the assembly sequence by using various
optimization methods.
The representation technology such as the liaison graph technique has been
developed and used to represent the assembly sequence. As we know, Bourjault[1] ,
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Homem de Mello and Sanderson[2] and De Fazio and Whitney[3] proposed the various
graphs including precedence to generate the best assembly sequence such as relational
model graph, directed graph, diamond graph, AND/OR graph and so on. From these
graph techniques, hierarchical relation graph[4], skeleton graph[5] and etc. are
introduced so far, however, most of the graph techniques do not generate precedence
graph from the 3D CAD models automatically. It means that the precedence graph
generation step using some geometry based relational model graphs is required
additionally. Moreover, geometry based reasoning approach is prone to combinational
explosion problem.
In order to reduce the searching space of assembly sequence planning for the
complex product, the numerous intelligent algorithms have been developed and used
to generate optimal assembly sequence such as genetic algorithms[6,7], artificial neural
network[8], ant colony algorithm[9,10] and so on. Most of the optimization algorithms
improve the processing efficiency via intelligent sequence combination. However the
determination of assembly sequence depends on the initial conditions for a complex
product and the influence of the parameters. According to this, part of the optimal
solution often tends to converge and the sequence might be changed significantly
because of the influence of parameters. In case of genetic algorithm, five stages for
performing genetic algorithm can be identified: definition of genes, initial
chromosomes, objective function, genetic operators and applied algorithm[11]. The
parts of assembly model are considered as genes, therefore each chromosome has the
feasible assembly sequences, however the initial chromosomes need to be given by
the planner and not only the evaluation criteria but also the objective function for
optimal sequence generation need to be set differently and variously for the assembly
cases. It means that the engineering parameters such as cost, time, complexity, fits,
direction, part type and so on have to be confirmed exactly to get the expected result.
This paper introduces the method of assembly sequence generation based on
geometrical analyzing to overcome the shortcoming of the existing optimization
methods. It means that the developed system analyzes the relationship between
assembled parts based on contacting information such as common area, common
volume. Furthermore, the new type of liaison graph, including the precedence
between the parts is introduced to generate optimized assembly sequence. With this
proposed liaison graph, the developed system generates the appropriate sequence of
the product.

2
Method of Parts Relation Analyzing to Generate Assembly
Sequence

2.1

Idea for Connected Condition Recognizing between Parts

The basic idea for recognizing connected condition between parts starts from
combined shapes between two parts. Generally, one part has several geometric
features, but not all of them are useful for assembly sequence generation. Because the
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assembly happens at contact surface and two parts interacting with one another,
geometrical features for assembling should be defined in pairs.
This fact derives that if there are two assembled parts, contact region always exists
and this contact region is always same between these two assembled parts because of
matched geometric features. In other words, the contact region between two
assembled parts includes the matched geometric features. Based on this reason, this
paper supposes that the common area of contact region which has geometric features
can derive out the precedence between the assembled parts.
2.2

Connected Parts Analyzing

This paper defines RR (Related Ratio) in order to determine the relationship between
the parts. RR is classified to RRCAR (Common Area Ratio) and RRCVR (Common
Volume Ratio). RRs between the parts can be derived as the combination of ratio for
the total area(volume) and the common area(volume) of each part (Eq. 1, Eq. 2).
The common area and common area ratio can be used to recognize the precedence
between the assembled parts; moreover the common volume can be used to recognize
the interference fit because some designers reflect the tolerances to the 3D models
directly.
 CommonArea of A & B CommonArea of A & B  100
 
RRCAR 

Total Area of A
Total Area of B

 2

(1)

 CommonVolumeof A & B CommonVolumeof A & B  100
 

RRCVR 
Total Volumeof A
Total Volumeof B

 2

(2)

If the assembly depth between the parts is increased, RR will be increased based on
Eq. 1 & Eq. 2(Fig. 1). RRs need to be calculated for every part for deriving the
weighting factor to draw product liaison graph.

Fig. 1. Related Ratio between two parts (a) Separated case: RRCAR = 0%, (b) Assembled case:
RRCAR = 45%
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2.3

Calculation of Weighting Factor for Assembly Sequence

As preparation for the assembly sequence generation, the parts liaison is drawn and
the liaison graph uses the weighting factors. The weighting factor is shown as Eq. 3
and it was prepared based on experiments and experiences with CA (Common Area),
CV (Common Volume) and the count of connected parts of each part (n) are
composed for Eq. 2.3 with RRs.
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This mathematical model considers the difficulty of assembly and the
manufacturing cost indirectly. In some researches, the difficulty of assembly was
derived based on log formulation [12,13] and the manufacturing cost was derived based
on exponential formulation[14]. If the assembly depth is large i.e., common area and
common volume is high, the assembly difficulty will be increased and the
assemblability will be decreased. And if the assembly difficulty is high, the
manufacturing cost will be increased. Based on this phenomenon, we use the log and
exponential formulation with the RRs, CA, CV and the count of connected parts of
each part. Fig. 2 shows the weighting factor variation of experiment between two
parts in Fig. 1. The initial state of the experiment is the assembled condition and the
final state of the experiment is the separated condition. The weighting factor was
calculated during translation of part A from the initial state to the final state based on
Eq. (3).

Fig. 2. Weighting factor variation during translation

As a result, if there are two cases of assembled state such as large assembly
depth(difficult) and small assembly depth(easy) for the same assembly parts, normally
the easy assembly will be considered priorly.
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3
Parts Liaison Graph Drawing based on Weighting Factor and
Assembly Sequence Generation based on the Graph and the Rule

3.1

Node Adding/Deleting/Combining

In order to generate the assembly sequence, the parts liaison graph needs to be drawn
by using analyzed information such as connected parts list and weighting factors. The
parts liaison graph is drawn based on the order of adding nodes, deleting nodes and
combining nodes. The base part is selected according to the highest volume, the
highest area and the largest number of connected parts.
The base part node is placed at the center and then the connected parts of the base
part are placed radially around the base part node in the higher order of weighting
factor. Then, the duplicated nodes that represent the same part in the upper level will
be deleted. After deleting the nodes, combining step is performed to combine the
same nodes at the latest level. These 3 steps will be repeated to construct the liaison
graph (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Drawing Method of the Parts Liaison Graph

3.2

Rule of Assembly Sequence Generation based on the Parts Liaison Graph

Through the drawn parts liaison graph, the assembly sequence can be generated as
following summarized rules.
1.
2.
3.

The node of base part is the start point of the assembly sequence.
The normal nodes of part are added to the assembly sequence after previous
nodes.
If a node faces the branch of a road, the direction of progression is the node
which has higher weighting factor.
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4.

The node of fastener part i.e. bolt, nut, pin, screw and washer is not added to the
assembly sequence at the first progress.
If a node faces the branch of a road again or if the progress is stopped, the passed
nodes of fastener part are added to the assembly sequence.
If a node is connected with three or more normal parts, they can be a sub
assembly. But, the fastener connected to sub assembly will not added in sub
assembly construction
All nodes are added once in order to configure the graph

5.
6.

7.

In a sub assembly, if any fastener is connected to sub assembly and any normal
part of the sub assembly, the graph doesn’t show the connection of fastener with
normal part of the sub assembly although this fastener is added to the sub assembly.

4
Architecture of Assembly Sequence Generating System and its
Implementation

4.1

System Architecture

The developed system architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The system architecture is
configured with 4 interfaces such as the geometric data extraction, the part relation
analysis, the parts liaison graph drawing, the assembly sequence generation. And
several modules are consisted in each interface.

Fig. 4. Architecture of Assembly Sequence Generating System
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The interface of geometric data extraction can load the product which includes the
sub parts. The object file format is STEP. After loading the files, this interface
collects the area and volume of each part then this information is sent to the part
relation analysis interface.
The interface of part relation analysis searches connected parts of each part and
this interface calculates CA, RRCAR, CV, RRCVR and count of connected parts. These
data are transferred to the weighting factor calculation module in order to derive the
weighting factors of each part. After this progress, base part will be selected.
The interface of part liaison graph drawing displays for the product on the dialog
view. This interface is configured with node adding module, node deleting module
and node combining module. The linked node information supports to generate
assembly sequence. The drawn graph transfers the node and link information to the
assembly generation interface in order to create the sequence by using knowledgebased rule.
4.2

Design of User Interface and Implementation of the System

The main user interface is shown in Fig. 5. There are 9 main parts to get result such as
1. part loading, 2. analysis of relationship between the parts, 3. selection of base part,
4. assembly sequence generation, 5. product information tree, 6. display view, 7.
liaison graph display panel, 8. liaison graph drawing, 9. sequence extraction.

Fig. 5. Implementation of the assembly sequence generation system

User can click the part loading button to load and to display the product and then
STEP files are loaded through the dialog box. After finishing the loading progress, the
product is drawn at the display panel and collected data will be sent to the product
information tree. If user clicks the relationship analysis button, the system analyzes
and collects the whole necessary data. The color of product will be changed in
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analyzing progress. After completion of analysis, the system sends the message to
user to notice about completion and analysis data will be sent to the information tree.
Then, the system selects the base part through the base part selection button and this
information will also be sent to the information tree.
The parts liaison graph can be drawn at the liaison graph display panel which is
created through the button of assembly sequence generation. This dialog box has the
fastener part input button, graph drawing button. User can input the information of
fastener part. Furthermore, graph drawing button will draw the parts liaison graph
automatically. Finally, sequence extraction button will carry out the generated
assembly sequence. VC++ 8.0 (VS2005) and OpenCASCADE6.5.2. are used to
implement the system.
4.3

Result of Sequence Generation

In order to evaluate the developed system, the automotive oil pump is used (Fig. 6(a)). The oil pump has 32 parts and its exploded view is on Fig. 6-(b). The part 26 is
selected as a base part. Fig. 7 shows the generated parts liaison graph of this test
product. And the generated sequence based on the previous rule is
“26→5→7→6→SA1→8→9→10→11→12→3→2→24→15→17→18→20→22→23
→25→13→16→19→21→14→SA2”. The sub assembly sequence1 is generated as
“27→33→31→28” and the sub assembly sequence2 is “1→29→30→4”.

Fig. 6. Test product (a) assembled automotive oil pump product, (b) disassembled 32 parts of
automotive oil pump product
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Fig. 7. Parts liaison graph of automotive oil pump product

5

Conclusion

In this paper, the method of assembly sequence generation different from several
optimizing algorithm was introduced. In particular, the ideas of related ratio and the
weighting factor to draw the new type of parts liaison graph were derived. The parts
liaison graph was drawn based on the rules such as node adding, node deleting and
node combining to display as 2D structure. Finally, the assembly sequence was
generated based on the liaison graph information and the proposed rule. It is expected
that the proposed method and implemented system reduce the sequence planning
effort and the planning time.
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